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Abstract
Background: Excessive consumption of Sugar-Sweetened Beverages (SSBs) is a health problem in
most societies today, which has adverse consequences in health, social and economic areas. The aim
of this study was to investigate the effect of the application of social cognitive theory (SCT) in the
design and evaluation of an educational intervention in order to adopt behaviors to prevent excessive
consumption of SSBs in students.
Methods: The current research was a quasi-experimental study. Using multistage sampling, 100
Junior High-school students in Urmia, Iran in 2021 were selected and assigned to two groups, namely
intervention (n=100) and control (n=100). To collect the study data, the researchers utilized a
researcher-made questionnaire including items about demographic information and SCT constructs
such as awareness, outcome expectations, self-regulation, self-efficacy, social support , barriers and
Preventive behaviors, which was completed in two stages before and three months after the last
training session; the data were analyzed using the SPSS software version 25.0.
Results: The mean age of the participants in the intervention and control groups was 13.71 ± 0.71 and
13.84 ± 0.81, respectively. Before the intervention, the mean scores of social cognitive theory
structures and desired behavior were not significantly different between the two groups. But three
months after the intervention, the mean scores of knowledge constructs, outcome expectations, selfregulation, self-efficacy, social support, perceived barriers, and desirable student behavior showed a
significant difference between the two groups (P<0.001).
Conclusion: The results of the study revealed that social cognitive theory can be used as a theoretical
basis for designing and evaluating interventions to encourage people to follow a proper diet and
reduce the consumption of SSBs.
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1-INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the source of energy
intake among young people has shifted to
consuming Sugar Sweetened Beverages
(SSBs), and this change has made the high
consumption of sugar, especially SSBs, a
health problem and a challenge for
policymakers (1-3). In the world, the
consumption of SSBs is estimated at an
average of 230 ml per day. Adolescents
account for the largest share of
consumption of these beverages, and the
fact that the majority of children and
adolescents (about 88%) report daily
consumption of these beverages and
receive an average of 271 kcal of energy
from this consumption (4). Every Iranian
typically consumes about 33 to 42 liters of
SSBs in their diet per year, which is three
or four times more than the global average
consumption of these beverages, And in a
study, 94% of children reported their
habitual and daily consumption of these
drinks (5). Excessive consumption of SSBs
as one of the main behavioral risk factors
in the development of diseases such as
chronic metabolic diseases associated with
obesity such as metabolic syndrome, type
2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, various
cancers, oral health in adolescence
(Erosion and tooth decay), fatty liver
disease, and elevated uric acid in the last
three decades (6-8).
After identifying the health effects of sugar
added to the diet, the necessity of
controlling sugar intake, especially the
consumption of SSBs, has been
consistently mentioned in several national
and global dietary guidelines; for example,
the World Health Organization in 2015
recommended reducing the energy taking
from free sugars to 10 percent of the
body's total energy intake, mentioning that
the reducing the ratio of total energy intake
of sugars, especially sugary drinks, to less
than 5 percent has various benefit and
controls over adverse health effects (9).
Challenges
against
reducing
the
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consumption of SSBs include the
increased access to SSBs at home and
school, widespread advertising of these
products, low prices, careless parenting
patterns, consumption of these drinks by
parents, parental awareness of the harmful
effects of health on sweet drinks,
especially among parents (8, 10).
In order to develop effective strategies to
reduce the consumption of SSBs in
adolescents, a systematic identification of
the determinants of SSBs consumption is
needed (11). These determinants may be
demographic
(e.g.
Education,
socioeconomic status), environmental
(e.g., the availability of SSBs) and
psychological (e.g., attitudes, beliefs,
motivations) variables (12). Therefore,
nutritional behavior is one of the multicausal issues related to health, and to affect
this behavior, effective factors and abilities
of individuals must be identified and
strengthened, and barriers lessened. Then,
other intervening factors should be used to
improve nutritional behavior in line with
health programs. In this regard, health
education interventions can be considered
as a major strategic plan to change people's
behaviors with the aim of primary
prevention.
It seems that educational programs in
health care systems do not have the desired
effectiveness on nutritional behaviors and
interventions based on theory-based
education and appropriate models are
required. Because theories have great
potential to increase the effectiveness of
health education programs (13). One of the
most effective theories used to predict and
express nutritional behaviors is Albert
Bandura's social cognitive theory (14).
This theory emphasizes that personal,
environmental, and behavioral factors
interact with each other. According to this
principle, learning happens as a result of
the interaction between the three elements.
Personal factors include beliefs and
expectations, individual behaviors include
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actions and choices, and the environmental
variables consist of patterns and
accessibility issues (15). In the study of
kolopaking et al., an intervention based on
social cognitive theory, including nutrition
education through a self-regulatory
procedure, improved children's selfregulatory behaviors in terms of food
selection and increased self-efficacy in
food environments (16).
Evidence suggests that unhealthy eating
habits such as the consumption of
sweetened drinks with sugar are formed in
early childhood. Therefore, understanding
the relationship between the factors
affecting these behaviors in children and
designing
effective
and
useful
interventions with the aim of preventing
and changing the undesired behaviors is a
necessity (17, 18).
Given that the people all around the world
have been affected by the corona epidemic
for more than a year, and that many
educational centers such as schools and
face-to-face training programs are closed
and banned by the corona epidemic
management and control centers, this
means that healthy eating audiences are
unable to participate in face-to face healthy
eating promotion programs, indicating that
more flexible methods of sending and
receiving messages are needed to facilitate
their attending in health promotion
programs. Social media can be a great
platform to share health-related ideas and
education (19). Shad app is a social
network and a native messaging service for
Iranian students. Shad software, like
WhatsApp, is an Internet messenger that
delivers
real-time
texts
and
communicational messages (20). Shad
software, similar to the other social
networks, has advantages such as
accessing and retrieving messages even in
an offline mode, or when the phone is
turned off before the message be
completely sent (21). The results of several
programs with the purpose of promoting
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healthy nutrition through social networks
emphasize the effectiveness of these
educations in reducing the consequences
of adopting unhealthy eating behaviors
(22-24).
Given the above, this study seeks to
answer the key question of what is the
efficiency and effectiveness of education
based on social cognitive theory in
reducing the consumption of sugary drinks
to the recommended amount in children
and adolescents. By answering this
question, we can reach more appropriate
strategies to plan for the promotion of a
healthy diet in order to prevent and control
the burden of diseases caused by this
problem.
2-MATERIALS AND METHODS
2-1. Study design and population
The present research was a controlled
quasi-experimental study, carried out
among junior high-school students in
Urmia city, North West of Iran, in 20202021. The proposal of this research was
approved by the Research Ethics
Committee of Isfahan University of
Medical Sciences and the necessary
arrangements were made with schools for
conducting the process of the study. The
sample size was determined according to
results of a similar study (25), considering
a power of 90% with α = 0.05, and the
effect size of 0.45. Using the G* Power
SSC software (Version 3.1.9.2), the
minimum sample size was calculated as 84
in each group and 168 in total. Subsequent
to 15% attrition, 200 students were
assigned to two groups of 100, namely
intervention and control. The samples were
selected using multistage sampling. First,
from among junior high schools, four allboy schools and four all-girl schools were
selected using cluster random sampling.
The participants in the intervention group
were selected from these four schools, and
the control group participants from the
other schools. Finally, using quota
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sampling, from among different grades of
the two groups, in proportion to the
number of students in each grade, 100
students were selected for each group and
included in the study.
2-2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria for the present study
were providing written consents by the
parents and school administrators for
entering the students to the study, lack of
metabolic diseases and other problems in
students so that they were not required to
follow a special diet. The students’
unwillingness
to
continue
their
participation in the study and failing to
attend training sessions were considered as
the exclusion criteria.
2-3. Measuring tools
The data collection tool was a researchermade questionnaire consisting of the
following parts:
Part 1. Demographic characteristics of the
student and his/her amount of SSBs
consumption.
Part 2. Knowledge Questions (with 9
items) For example, "How many calories
are in a teaspoon of sugar?" A correct
answer received a score of 1 and an
incorrect one received a score of 0.
Part 3. Questions related to various
structures of SCT and the structure of
perceived barriers in performing behaviors
that reduce the consumption of sugary
drinks by the
student;
outcome
expectations (with 12 items) For example,
"I expect that by reducing the consumption
of Sugar Sweetened Beverages, I will have
healthier teeth.", Self-regulation (with 10
items) For example, "I know how to
evaluate my consumption of different
types of drinks", Self-efficacy (with 8
items) For example, " I am confident in my
ability to choose healthy drinks over
unhealthy drinks.", Social Support (with 6
items) For example, " My teachers' advice
makes me use water instead of sugary
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drinks.", Perceived barriers (with 9
questions) For example, " SugarSweetened Beverages are served with most
of the meals at home. "; All items related
to subscales of SCT and perceived barriers
structure were scored based on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from 1 "strongly
disagree" to 5 "strongly agree".
Part 4. Preventive behavior questions (with
6 items): "I avoid being in the service
environment of SSBs such as fast foods,
these items are rated on a 4-point Likert
scale (0 = never, 1= seldom, 2= often, 3=
always). The total score of the
questionnaire was transformed linearly to a
0–100-point scale, with 100 indicating the
best status and 0 the worst. The distance
between the lowest and highest test scores
was conventionally classified into three
categories: weak (0-50% score), medium
(51-75 score) and good (76-100% score).
To determine the validity of the
researcher-made questionnaire based on a
review of the valid sources (26-31), the
qualitative method of content validity was
used, i.e. using a panel of 10 experienced
experts ((including the specialists in health
education, epidemiology, nutrition and
preventive and social medicine). In this
method, the experts were asked to examine
the items of the questionnaires in terms of
simplicity, clarity, relevance and necessity
and to express their opinions and
suggestions. After receiving feedback and
suggestions from the experts, the necessary
amendments were made to the study tool.
Finally, the validity of the tool was
confirmed.
The reliability of the questionnaire was
measured through Cronbach's alpha test on
30 students who were similar to the sample
of the study. Cronbach's alpha coefficients
of the construct of Outcome expectations
towards the consumption of SSBs, Selfregulation, Self-efficacy, Social Support,
Perceived barriers, and Preventive
behavior were 0.71, 0.90, 0.84, 0.85, 0.87
and 0.87 respectively; and ultimately the
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instrument’s
confirmed.

reliability

was

also

2-4. Intervention
The educational intervention in the
experimental group was held in 7 training
sessions (60 minutes each) 3 days a week
for 3 weeks. In these sessions, which were
designed based on the structures of social
cognitive theory, the students were
educated to manage the optimal
consumption of sugary drinks with an
emphasis on self-regulatory structures,
social support, perceived barriers, selfefficacy,
awareness,
and
outcome

expectations, ordered based on their
priorities, identified in a study of
diagnostic evaluation and measurement of
the predictive power of the structures (32).
The methods used for teaching included
lectures, brainstorming, group discussion,
questions and answers, PowerPoint
presentation of educational materials in the
platform of the social network (Shad App).
To evaluate the impact of the educational
intervention, three months after the last
training session, the initial electronic
questionnaire was completed online by the
participants of the intervention and control
groups.

Table-1: Educational intervention program for optimal management of sugar-sweetened
beverages
Training
session

Educational priority of
each session
-

First

Familiarity with the
food pyramid and the
place of drinks in the
food pyramid

-

Second

The importance of
consuming healthy
drinks

-

-

Third

Self-monitoring and
self-evaluation in
relation to sugary
drinks

-

-

Practical educational activities, learning
experiences, content of the messages
Mentioning the goals of the educational
intervention for the participants
Providing the students with the definition of
sugar-sweetened beverages
Introducing the criteria for distinguishing
healthy from unhealthy drinks
How to calculate the nutritional share of
beverages in the food pyramid
Expressing different attitudes about the
consumption of SSBs and discussing them
Showing videos and posters related to the
side effects of consuming sugary drinks
Expressing national and regional statistics
about the consumption of different beverages
Expressing experiences of success or failure
in performing behaviors that control the
consumption of SSBs
Explaining about the ways to develop goals
and prescribing behaviors that control a
healthy diet in relation to SSBs
Asking them to practice alternative behaviors
(providing them with the definition and
appropriate using patterns of the healthy
drinks)
Teaching how to read food labels for drinks
Teaching how to draw daily calorie intake
registration cards
Teaching how to record energy and calorie
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Structures of social
cognitive theory

knowledge
and
awareness

outcome
expectations

Self-regulation
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Training
session

Educational priority of
each session
-

Fourth

Self- evaluation, selfenhancement, planning
and performance
control associated with
SSBs

-

Providing skills to
empower students to
choose healthy drinks
versus undesirable
drinks

Fifth

-

Providing solutions for
reducing the access to
SSBs

Sixth

-

Seventh

- Information support
- social support
- Evaluation support

-

Practical educational activities, learning
experiences, content of the messages
intakes on the card
Expressing desirable and standard behaviors
and how to evaluate and compare the
behavior of consuming SSBs with the ideal
consumption of these drinks
Asking the students to encourage themselves
if they have positive behaviors.
Planning for healthy eating behaviors in
relation to the consumption of SSBs
Providing the students with the experiences
of patients who have controlled the side
effects of consuming sugary drinks by
adopting healthy drinking behaviors.
Providing alternative behaviors through
group discussion
Asking the students to control behaviors that
encourage the consumption of sugary drinks
verbally and materially
Encouraging the students to support each
other in performing healthy eating behaviors
Encouraging the students to participate in
decisions to provide a healthy food basket for
the household
Teaching the skill of saying no and daring to
deal with incompatible requests regarding the
consumption of SSBs
Expressing possible barriers in performing
control behaviors related to SSBs
consumption
Explaining the ways to remove Barriers
Introducing desirable information sources
related to healthy eating and consumption of
healthy drinks
Helping to choose the optimal patterns in the
family and the surrounding environment in
relation to nutrition
Raising the level of information of parents or
a family member of students about having a
healthy diet
Training a family member to evaluate the
students' nutritional behaviors.

2-5. Data Analyses
The data was analyzed using the SPSS
software version 25.0. In order to examine
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Structures of social
cognitive theory

Self-regulation

Self-efficacy

Barriers

Social Support

the difference between the groups, the
presumptions of each test were, first,
checked. Moreover, in order to analyze the
data, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-
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test) was, first, used to confirm that the
research variables had a normal
distribution. In order to compare the
intervention group with the control group,
at each evaluation stage, independent and
paired t-tests were used for quantitative
variables and chi-square test was used for
the qualitative variables.
2-6. Ethical consideration
This manuscript was extracted from a
study with the Code of Ethics
(IR.MUI.RESEARCH.REC.1399.213)
approved by the Ethics Committee of
Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. In
addition, written consent was received
from all participants and all the principals
of the research ethics related to the
Helsinki Statement were respected.
3- RESULTS
In this controlled quasi-experimental
research, 200 students were assigned to the
intervention group (n = 100), and the
control group (n = 100). The mean age of
the intervention group was 13.90 ± 0.71
years and that of the control group was
13.84 ± 0.81 years. Table 2 demonstrates
that before the study, the two groups were
not significantly different from each other
in terms of the demographic variables (P >
0.05). The results also show that more than
70% of the students had reported not
holding a healthy nutrition-focused
training class during the school year,
which requires the stakeholders’ attention
to plans for the training classes of this kind
to promote healthy eating behaviors in
educational settings. Table 3 shows that
there was no significant difference
between the two groups in the mean scores
of Adopting preventive behaviors of
consuming SSBs, Average consumption of
SSBs, and the mean scores of the SCT
constructs (i.e. awareness, outcome
expectations, self-regulation, self-efficacy,
social support and perceived barriers)
related to the consumption behavior of
SSBs before the intervention (P > 0.05).
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As Tables 3 presents, there was a
significant difference between the two
groups in all of the SCT constructs (after
intervention, P < 0.001). The results
highlighted a significant difference in the
mean scores of the constructs in the
intervention group before and three
months after the intervention. However, no
significant difference was observed in the
control group (P > 0.05).
According to Table 3, before the
educational intervention, the average
consumption of SSBs during the day was
3.27 glasses (220 ml) in the intervention
group, which after the intervention, the
consumption of SSBs in the students of the
intervention group was reduced to 2.16
glasses per day. Also, in the control group
before the educational intervention, the
average consumption of SSBs during the
day was 3.34 glasses (220 ml), which after
3 months, no significant change in the
consumption of SSBs was observed.
4- DISCUSSION
An unhealthy diet, like the
consumption of SSBs, is a major risk
factor for many non-communicable
diseases.
And
health
education
interventions, especially the theory-based
ones, can be considered as a key strategic
plan to correct and change people's
behaviors in the form of an initial
prevention goal. Therefore, this study
investigated the effect of a theory-based
educational intervention on the adoption of
health-promoting behaviors to reduce the
consumption of SSBs. Based on the
findings, the average consumption of
sugar-sweetened beverages and adopting
behaviors
to
prevent
excessive
consumption of these beverages after the
educational intervention showed a
significant
difference
between
the
intervention and control groups, indicating
the effectiveness of the intervention in the
adoption of health-promoting behaviors by
the participants.
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Table-2: The demographic characteristics of the students in the two groups
Variables

Sub-group
Age

Intervention (n= 100)
Mean or No. SD or %
13.90
0.71
47
47%
53
53%
40
40%
35
35%
25
25%
73
22
5

Control (n = 100)
Mean or No. SD or %
13.84
0.81
46
46%
54
54%
41
41%
35
35%
24
24%
80
17
3

Pvalue*
0.581

Female
0.867
Male
First
Grade
Second
0.909
Third
Never
Holding a
Once a year
training class
0.482
Twice a year
with a focus on
Three or more
healthy eating
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
times a year
BMI
22.09
3.46
21.58
3.59
0.313
* The quantitative variables were tested using the independent t-test and the qualitative
variables were tested using Chi-square; SD: Standard Deviation; BMI: Body Mass Index.
Gender

Table-3: A comparison of the means and standard deviations of the SCT constructs in the two
groups before and three months after the intervention with regard to the consumption of SSBs
Intervention
Control
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Before
30.77
16.40
33.11
15.39
knowledge
After
60.55
18.57
31.77
14.47
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.083
Before
57.18
4.77
58.11
5.05
outcome
expectations
After
68.02
3.55
58.88
4.20
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.114
Before
61.36
9.21
60.90
9.80
Self-regulation
After
68.34
4.66
61.44
8.77
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.055
Before
59.32
10.74
58.95
9.73
Self-efficacy
After
71.32
7.82
59.40
8.61
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.101
Before
58.53
9.78
57.03
12.14
Social Support
After
73.36
6.52
58.36
9.04
Paired t-test α
0.76
0.001
Before
54.57
10.72
56.84
10.07
Barriers
After
47.91
6.16
56.06
9.58
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.58
Before
51.16
15.91
54.88
6.66
Preventive behaviors
After
68.77
9.09
55.22
6.10
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.259
3.27
1.21
3.34
1.21
Daily intake of SSBs Before
(per glass=220 ml)
After
2.16
0.69
3.18
1.04
Paired t-test α
0.001
0.064
SCT: Social Cognitive Theory; SD: Standard Deviation; ml: milliliter.
Variables

Time
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Independent
t-test α
0.301
0.001
0.183
0.001
0.733
0.001
0.796
0.001
0.337
0.001
0.125
0.001
0.108
0.001
0.684
0.001
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Various studies have pointed to the
positive effects of using social cognitive
theory in designing interventions in the
field of nutritional behaviors and
correcting undesirable eating behaviors
(33-37).
Due to the high consumption of SSBs in
children and adolescents, training to
properly guide this behavior is recognized
as a necessity; The effect of knowledge on
behavior cannot be denied, sufficient
knowledge about the content and
consequences of food and drinks is often
considered as a prerequisite for healthy
decision making and plays a key role in
designing health interventions to improve
eating
behavior,
including
the
consumption of SSBs (38); In the present
study, considering SSBs as the unhealthy
beverages, the effects of these beverages
on the body and the place of beverages in
the food pyramid were introduced, and that
after the educational intervention, a
significant increase was observed in the
students' knowledge about sweetened
beverages.
Outcome expectation is one of the
constructs of social cognitive theory that
deals with predicting the possible
consequences of performing a desired
behavior. In the present study, the three
dimensions of physical health, expected
costs and benefits of limiting the
consumption of sugary drinks were
addressed in an educational intervention.
The results showed that the mean score of
outcome expectations in the intervention
group increased significantly compared to
the control group. In another study, Su
emphasized and recommended the effect
of the outcome expectations structure with
negative and positive results in relation to
these drinks; which should be considered
in the strategies adopted to limit the
consumption of undesirable beverages
(39).
Another result of the present study dealt
with the effects of the educational
Int J Pediatr, Vol.10, N.6, Serial No.102, Jun. 2022

intervention on increasing self-regulation
of SSBs consumption behavior in the
intervention group compared to the control
group. It seems that using several
strategies simultaneously, including verbal
persuasion and reinforcements based on
the participants’ reports on their daily
consumption of healthy drinks, teaching
them how to read food labels, teaching
them to draw daily calorie registration
cards, and practicing desirable behaviors
(Alternative to healthy drinks) for the
students participating in the present study
has led to improved self-regulation of
beverage intake in the intervention group;
This result is consistent with the findings
of similar studies in this field (34, 40).
Self-efficacy is another construct of social
cognitive theory, based on which the
individuals' confidence in their ability to
choose healthy daily foods, even when
difficult, determines a person's success in
achieving a healthy eating pattern. In the
present study, techniques affecting selfefficacy such as encouraging, rewarding,
along with teaching the skill of saying no
and daring were used to deal with
controlling the consumption of SSBs. As a
result of the intervention, the mean score
of the participants’ self-efficacy in limiting
the consumption of SSBs showed a
significant increase of about 12% in the
intervention group, while there was no
significant change in the control group.
Karimi et al. have also acknowledged the
effectiveness of the self-efficacy structure
in managing the consumption of SSBs and
reported its application in adopting
strategies to limit the consumption of these
beverages (2).
The participants’ perceived social support
in relation to reducing the consumption of
sugar-sweetened beverages and adopting
preventive behaviors had also increased
significantly
after
the
educational
intervention in the intervention group;
however, no significant change was found
in the control group. Therefore, the
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educational method used in this study,
which includes the introduction of
appropriate practice patterns in relation to
the consumption of sugar-sweetened
beverages through information support,
social support and evaluation support can
be considered effective. Several studies
point to the important role of the perceived
support, especially by important people
such as family and friends, in healthy
eating; and consider it an integral part of
healthy diet management programs (34,
41, 42).

in the constructs of awareness, outcome
expectations, self-regulation, self-efficacy,
social support and reduction of perceived
barriers associated with adopting behaviors
to prevent excessive consumption of SSBs;
and that following the intervention, a
decrease in the consumption of SSBs was
observed in the students of the intervention
group.

It should be noted that the perceived
barriers variable is not considered as social
cognitive theory constructs, but it can be
influential in the improvement of selfefficacy in overcoming the existing
barriers and providing appropriate
facilitators for the strong willpower and
motivation needed to maintain healthy
eating habits. However, since the barriers
can reduce adherence, action should be
taken to reduce the consumption of sugary
drinks by using facilitators and removing
barriers (43).

This article was extracted from a
research project approved by the
Department of Research of Isfahan
University of Medical Sciences with No.
339080. The authors would like to express
their gratitude and appreciation to the
Research Director of Isfahan University of
Medical Sciences, Vice-Chancellor for
Research in the Educational Organization
of Urmia, Iran, and the participants of te
study.

In the present study, improving awareness,
outcome expectations, self-regulation, selfefficacy, social support and reducing
perceived barriers after educational
intervention led to the adoption of
preventive behaviors to reduce the
consumption of SSBs in the intervention
group compared to the control group.
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4-1. Limitations of the study
The main limitation of the study was
related to the fact that the data were
collected through a self-report instrument,
which is likely not to show the students’
real performance with regard to the topic
of the study.
5-CONCLUSION
The results of this study showed the
positive effectiveness of an educational
intervention based on social cognitive
theory in improving the participants scores
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